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No double punishment for 
traffic violators, MoI says 

Residents decry dumping 
of garbage in Mahboula 

#MeToo era: Theologians 
publish ‘Women’s Bible’54 19

Assembly refers PM’s grilling to 
Legal and Legislative committee

Opposition fumes over alleged mishandling of rains

Wizards overcome Harden’s 54 
points; Durant explodes for 4928

KUWAIT: HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah (center) gives a speech during a parliamentary session
at the National Assembly in Kuwait City yesterday. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: As expected, the National Assembly yes-
terday voted to refer an opposition-sponsored grilling
against HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Sabah over alleged mishandling of rains to
the Assembly’s Legal and Legislative committee to
review if it was constitutional. Forty-one MPs, includ-
ing all the 15 Cabinet ministers present, voted in favor
of the request made by the prime minister himself,
complaining that the grilling violated the constitution.
Twenty MPs voted against the referral while two law-
makers did not vote.

The decision was made following a debate in the
house between pro-government MPs, who supported
asking the legal committee to examine the grilling, and
opposition lawmakers who said it was an illegal meas-
ure. The prime minister began the debate by telling the
Assembly that the grilling was not in line with the con-
stitution because it failed to name any minister respon-
sible for the rains and held the prime minister directly
responsible, which violates the constitution.

He also said that the premier is responsible for
working out and implementing main government poli-
cies and plans and should not be held directly respon-
sible for services’ shortcomings for which Cabinet
ministers are responsible. After that, Speaker Marzouq
Al-Ghanem allowed two supporters and two oppo-

nents of the motion to speak. MPs Riyadh Al-Adasani
and Abdulkarim Al-Kundari spoke against the motion
saying that such a request is against Kuwaiti law and
the constitution and also against established parlia-
mentary practices.

Kundari said the motion is an attempt by the govern-
ment to bypass the law, escape being questioned in the
National Assembly and protect the prime minister
against grillings. He insisted that the move was an
attempt by the government to block the implementation
of the most potent constitutional tools. But MPs Awdah
Al-Awdah and Mubarak Al-Harees, who spoke in sup-
port of the move, said this was the proper action to
allow the legal committee to examine if the grilling was
in line with the constitution or not.

The two lawmakers recalled that the griller, MP
Shuaib Al-Muwaizri had himself supported similar
moves in the past and that he had urged lawmakers
against grilling the prime minister directly when he
himself was a Cabinet minister in 2012. After the deci-
sion, Ghanem, who supported the motion, said he
implemented the law by giving two supporters and two
opponents the right to explain their viewpoints on the
issue. He said the committee will meet and review the
constitutional position of the grilling and whether it is
legally adequate to grill the prime minister over this
particular issue.
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By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate (KFSD) announced yester-
day that the body of the missing dead
worker who was lost under the debris
of collapsed shelves in a warehouse

belonging to a major company in the
Salmi area has been found. The 46-
year-old Indian worker’s body was
found yesterday morning, under tons
of goods that were stored on the
shelves, which collapsed on Sunday,
KFSD said in a press statement. The
body was found after a great effort
made by the fire brigades to search for
him amidst precarious conditions that
required careful care during the search
operations.

Missing dead 
worker found

KOLKATA: A passenger was taken off an Indian plane
and detained for questioning after he posted a photo of
himself on Snapchat alongside the word “terrorist”, offi-
cials said yesterday. Yogvedant Poddar, 21, was removed
from the Jet Airways flight after a passenger spotted
him typing “Terrorist on flight, I destroy women’s
hearts” into his phone.

The caption accompanied a photo he had taken of him-
self which showed half of his face covered with a handker-
chief, Kolkata deputy police commissioner Avvaru
Ravindranath said. Irish national Benjamin Plackett was sit-
ting behind Poddar on the Monday Kolkata to Mumbai
service flight and alerted the cabin crew as the plane was
being prepared for take-off.

Poddar was taken off the flight and detained for almost
ten hours before being let go without charge,
Ravindranath said. “We questioned him extensively. We
found no terror link. It was a message that was meant
exclusively for his friends and was not intended to threat-
en or hurt anyone,” said the police official. Jet Airways
said in a statement that a passenger had been “deplaned
for security reasons”. 
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Snapchat selfie 
sparks terror 
scare on flight

PASADENA: Cheers and applause erupted at
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory on Monday
as a waist-high unmanned lander, called InSight,
touched down on Mars, capping a nearly sev-
en-year journey from design to launch to land-
ing. The dramatic arrival of the $993 million
spacecraft-designed to listen for quakes and
tremors as a way to unveil the Red Planet’s
inner mysteries, how it formed billions of years
ago and, by extension, how other rocky planets
like Earth took shape-marked the eighth suc-
cessful landing on Mars in NASA’s history. 

“Touchdown confirmed,” a mission control
operator at NASA said, as pent-up anxiety and
excitement surged through the room, and
dozens of scientists leapt from their seats to
embrace each other. “It was intense and you
could feel the emotion,” said NASA administra-
tor Jim Bridenstine, in an interview on NASA
television afterward. Bridenstine also said
President Donald Trump and Vice President
Mike Pence had watched on television and
called to congratulate the US space agency for
its hard work.

“Ultimately, the day is coming when we land
humans on Mars,” Bridenstine said, adding that
the goal is to do so by the mid 2030s. The vehi-
cle appeared to be in good shape, according to
the first communications received from the

Martian surface. But as expected, the dust
kicked up during the landing obscured the first
picture InSight sent back, which was heavily
flecked. France’s Centre National d’Etudes 
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Cheers as Mars 
InSight lands on 
the Red Planet

IN SPACE: Photo shows a view from NASA’s InSight lander after it touched down on the surface
of Mars. — AFP 

PHNOM PENH: Afghanistan’s worst drought in
decades has driven tens of thousands of people from
their homes and is pushing families to marry off their
children in exchange for dowries in order to survive,
the United Nations said yesterday. About 223,000
people have been uprooted from their homes in the
drought-hit western provinces of Herat, Badghis and
Ghor this year, according to the UN children’s
agency (UNICEF). The UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) said Afghan families have been
skipping meals, selling off livestock and moving to
cities where it is easier to access aid and services.

Some displaced families are taking even more
drastic measures, according to UNICEF, which
documented 161 child betrothals or marriages in
Herat and Badghis between July and October. Of
those, 155 were girls and six were boys. “The
drought is the worst in decades,” UNICEF spokes-
woman Alison Parker told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation. “Children are becoming the collateral.”
Families receive a bride price that can ease their 
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Drought driving 
Afghans to marry 
off their children 

SAN FRANCISCO: Alphabet Inc’s Google in May
introduced a slick feature for Gmail that automatically
completes sentences for users as they type. Tap out “I
love” and Gmail might propose “you” or “it.” But users
are out of luck if the object of their affection is “him” or
“her.” Google’s technology will not suggest gender-
based pronouns because the risk is too high that its
“Smart Compose” technology might predict someone’s
sex or gender identity incorrectly and offend users,
product leaders revealed to Reuters in interviews.

Gmail product manager Paul Lambert said a compa-
ny research scientist discovered the problem in January
when he typed “I am meeting an investor next week,”
and Smart Compose suggested a possible follow-up
question: “Do you want to meet him?” instead of “her.”
Consumers have become accustomed to embarrassing
gaffes from autocorrect on smartphones. But Google
refused to take chances at a time when gender issues
are reshaping politics and society, and critics are scru-
tinizing potential biases in artificial intelligence like

never before. “Not all ‘screw ups’ are equal,” Lambert
said. Gender is a “a big, big thing” to get wrong.

Getting Smart Compose right could be good for
business. Demonstrating that Google understands the
nuances of AI better than competitors is part of the
company’s strategy to build affinity for its brand and
attract customers to its AI-powered cloud computing
tools, advertising services and hardware. Gmail has 1.5
billion users, and Lambert said Smart Compose assists
on 11 percent of messages worldwide sent from
Gmail.com, where the feature first launched.

Smart Compose is an example of what AI developers
call natural language generation (NLG), in which com-
puters learn to write sentences by studying patterns
and relationships between words in literature, emails
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NANTES: Logos of US multinational technology company
Google are displayed on computers’ screens. —AFP 


